
Dear Families and Staff: 

Below are the current Covid-19 metrics.  At this time we plan to continue in our blended learning 
model next week, but as you will see below, our internal metrics have increased significantly 
since last week so we could have to switch to all-virtual if the numbers grow quickly. 

NGSD metrics: 

Harvard Global Health Institute Covid Map - Green County Level:  Red 

- This is one of the guidelines we are using to help us decide if we should be considering 
all-virtual instruction.  

Internal NGSD Students/Staff that are Quarantined (Either from Testing Positive or Being a 
Close Contact to a Positive Case):  2.5-3.0% 

- This is another guideline we are using to help us decide if we should be considering all-virtual 
instruction.  If this metric hits 5%, then it is concerning and a reason to consider online learning 
for all students. 

WI State Department of Health - Green County Covid Activity Level:  Very High 

- This metric is in our initial reopening plan to decide when to switch between all in-person and 
blended learning.  

Due to the continued high transmission levels in the county and state, we would again 
respectfully ask that if your child attends a mass gathering of more than 10 people indoors and 
25 people outdoors where social distancing cannot be maintained, they consider switching to 
all-virtual instruction until 14 days after the mass gathering. To switch to all-virtual instruction, 
you just need to contact the office at your child's school.  

Finally, the question has come up about how the district will handle any snow days this year. 
Snow days will be handled the same this year as they have been in previous years, which 
means all buildings will be closed, lunch will not be available for either pick-up or delivery, and 
no instruction will occur on those days. 

As always if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.  

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jennifer Thayer, Superintendent 

 
 


